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Abstract: Respect for original order is one of the unshakable bedrocks of both archival science and 

practice.  But can it fly - in cyberspace?  While the principal of preserving the way the records 

creator arranged its records to serve its needs is fundamental to the existence and management of 

records, on examination it becomes obvious that the articulation of the concept of original order is 

derived from an oblsote information technology, that of hard copy records.  With hard copy, the only 

practical way to maintain relationships among records is by physical collocation within folders and 

filing stations. The Research Forum presentation will explore the conceptual foundations of ‘original 

order;’ summarize some novel ways records creators are using ICT capabilities to materialize 

archival links among records; and engage a discussion of whether such considerations should lead to 

a reevaluation of what ‘respect’ for original order entails in cyberspace.  
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